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In this issue, the Namport brand continues to be promoted 

internationally. We are proud to share that the Walvis Bay 
Corridor Group (WBCG)  embarked on a business development 
mission to Brazil, earlier in July. 

Part of WBCG’s ongoing efforts is to promote Namport as the 
preferred port and using the Port of Walvis Bay as the shortest, 
safest and most secure trade route into southern Africa. 

The mission’s goal was to engage the Brazilian business 
community, ports, shipping lines, freight forwarders and 
industries to explore opportunities that Namibia can provide as a 
supply chain solution for the Brazilian market.

Two of our colleagues, Stefanus Gariseb, Manager: SHEQ and 
Gottfried Araeb, Manager: Organizational Strategy, Projects and 
Performance, were granted the opportunity to visit the Port of 
Vigo, Spain, for the Blue Ports Initiative training.

The travel costs for the two participants was covered by the 
financial support of the Government of Spain and Food and 
Agricultural organization of the United Nations (FOA). They share 
their experience and learnings from the recent visit with us on 
page 8 of this edition.

Our social investment arm, NSIF, recently availed scholarships 
to eight (8) Namibian students from the Namibia University 
of Technology (NUST) worth N$1,5 million to complete their 
practical training in Finland.

A wellness screening is an essential aspect of creating a 
successful corporate wellness program. Not only does it help 
employees assess their own health to make appropriate lifestyle 
changes, but it also gives the employer insight into ways to best 
serve team members with wellness programs.

We are excited to introduce to you a new segment which is the 
Social Events Calendar, so if you know of an event/activity that 
you would like to share with the rest of the workforce on the social 
front, do feel free to share it with Edith. 

Also on page 13 please take extra notice of all the internal activities 
that are scheduled for the rest of this month. More information will 
be communicated closer to each event.

To conclude, we would like to thank everyone who continues to 
avail informative content for the QST Newsletter as well as those 
who work hard in putting the publication together. Please feel free 
to contact Edith Kukuri at e.kukuri@namport.com.na if you would 
like to contribute a story worth sharing with the rest of the staff.
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The Namibian Ports Authority, through its social 
investment arm, NSIF, recently availed scholarships to 

eight (8) Namibian students from the Namibia University 
of Technology (NUST). 

The scholarships, valued at N$1,5 million, is the 
determining factor in enabling the students attend their 
Double Degree Programme at Satakunta University of 
Applied Sciences in Finland and will cover  the practical 
training of the students. Upon completion of this very 
important component, the graduates will be able to 
positively contribute to narrowing the skills gap that 
currently exists within the Maritime industry in Namibia.

The expectation of this venture is to afford opportunities to 
Namibian youth to obtain training in maritime navigation, 
maritime law, marine biology, harbour management, 
naval design and architecture. These challenges manifest 
themselves in the day-to-day lives due to high levels of 
poverty, inequitable access to education and unequal 
distribution of wealth and elevated levels of starvation. 

The Chairperson of the NSIF and CEO of Namport, Mr 
Andrew Kanime said that Namport, through its social 
investment arm, the NSIF, whose areas of focus include 
investment in quality education, has been engaging 
NUST with the view to fund the Namport endowed chair 
for the faculty of logistics and transport. 

Kanime said “It has been our considered position that 
this would provide an appropriate foundation for setting 
up a competent pipeline for the supply of much needed 
logistics and transport experts for our country. “We 
therefore pledged an amount of N$3 million through 
the Namport Social Investment Fund for this worthy and 
deserving cause” he added. 

The CEO explained that through their continued 
engagements and collaboration with NUST they became 
aware of the need for marine engineering students 
to travel to Finland for their studies as part of their 
marine engineering degree programme with NUST and 
Satakunta. 

Namport Social Investment 
Funds, a catalyst in young 

Namibians attaining academic 
excellence in Finland

“It is against this background that we decided to step in 
and make a deliberate contribution towards enabling our 
young men and woman to complete their studies and in 
the long run become influencers in the Namibian nation 
upon their return.”
 
The Chairperson further urged the recipients to “go out 
there and be exemplary, to always be mindful of the 
immense sacrifices done by others, for you to be at the 
threshold of attaining these life-changing qualifications 
and achievements”.

NUST Vice Chancellor Dr. Erold Naomab said through 
a survey conducted by the institution, a need to train 
marine engineers to locally maximise the exportation of 
marine resources in Namibia was identified. 

“The sector was ready for home grown solutions to 
address the skills gap in order to help develop the 
programme until we can stand on our own and this led 
to the development of the double degree we started with 
the Satakunta University of Applied Sciences,” he said.

Naomab stated that the graduates will be trained in a 
white-listed country which can significantly contribute 
to the national development goals in various roles within 
Namibia and beyond.

Speaking on behalf of the recipients, NUST student 
representative Werner Angula said: “We, the marine 
students would like to thank the Namport team for the 

sponsorship to complete our studies in Finland. We feel 
an extreme sense of gratitude and immense joy towards 
everyone who has assisted us in reaching this milestone.”

The students who are currently pursuing their bachelor’s 
degrees in Marine Engineering are Alfred Uanake, Muzire 
Anton Kamapunga, Andreas Nuumbala, Olga Shaketange, 
Thimoteus Shilongo, Alfred Uanekee, Wanga Inancio 
Wanga, Malakia Amutenya and Elias Haunawa.
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The Namport Social Investment Fund (NSIF) in late July 
donated Information Communication Technology (ICT) 

equipment to the Usakos Multi-Purpose Youth Center. 

The ICT equipment includes a laptop, projector and six (6) 
desktops valued at N$50,000.00. 

The equipment will be used to enhance the Centre’s 
capacity to continue empowering the Usakos youth with 
the much needed basic computer skills. 

Talking to the Acting Director of the Multi-Purpose Youth 
Resource Center under the Ministry of Sport, Youth 
and National Service Directorate Youth Development in 
Usakos, Mr Akser Mwafangeyo said that these newly 

acquired devices will be used to conduct training courses 
at the Center as part of the Ministry’s programme to 
upskill the unemployed youth in the country.   

The Youth Center, which boasts with a youth hostel, also
accommodates learners from surrounding villages and
farms. 

The Center was forced to pause its activities due to 
the existing computers that have already outlived their 
lifespan. 

With this donation from NSIF the Center can once again 
open their doors to the community and offer the much 
required serves. 

Receiving the donations, Mwafangeyo, said that this “gesture comes at a time where the non-attending school youth 
in Usakos are finding themselves with nothing to occupy their time with and as a result turn to participating in social ill 
activities such as alcohol and drug abuse, among others”. 

According to Mwafangeyo the town is known for its high unemployment rate and in an attempt to curbing this, the 
Ministry in 1999 established the multipurpose centre to provide short computer training courses for the youth. 

Ever since its inception, the centre enjoyed an average intake of approximately 30 students during a three (3) months 
program. Some of the graduates from this program have as a result successfully gained formal employment and some 
are successfully managing their own ICT related business, such as printing shops etc.  

Handing the donation over on behalf of NSIF, Ms Tana Pesat, Chairperson of the NSIF Working Committee thanked the 
recipients for the life changing work they are doing in the community. 

She further said that as an entity, “Namport, through its Social Investment Fund is dedicated to being relevant and 
present in not only the society it operates in which is the Erongo and Karas regions but in all the fourteen (14) regions 
across Namibia.  

Namport Social Investment Fund (NSIF) equips 
the Usakos Multi-Purpose Youth Center with 

ICT Equipment
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that our two nations have already signed a number 
of general framework agreements for cooperation 
in a variety of fields. These agreements should 
function as a catalyst for our two nations’ sectors 
to finalize their own sector-specific agreements and 
memoranda of understanding, further enhancing and 
elevating the level of cooperation between Brazil and 
Namibia to greater heights,” said Amb. Muvangua.  

According to Mr. Mbahupu H. Tjivikua, Chief Executive 
Officer of the WBCG, frozen meat, chicken and pork 
products, as well as sugar and household materials 
are among the commodities currently imported from 
Brazil via the Port of Walvis Bay.  

Mr Tjivikua is confident that the engagements will 
yield positive results in the future as Namibia is the 
shortest trade route connecting the Brazilian and 
southern African markets, with the goal of attracting 
a variety of other commodities such as soy beans, 
maize, corn, beans, wheat, malt, paper, casava, 
cooking oil, fruits and vegetables, as well as tires.

“These engagements also provide an opportunity for 
the two countries to capitalize on the benefits of the 
preferential trade agreement between the Southern 
African Customs Union (SACU) and the Southern 
Common Market (Mercosur),” stated Mr. Tjivikua.

The establishment of the WBCG forms part of the 
Namport Regional Trade Plan which was approved in 
2000. The Walvis Bay Corridor Group (WBCG) is tasked 
with promoting the utilisation of Namibia’s transport 
corridors – thereby increasing cargo for ports and 
corridors linked to it, and to engage in the facilitation 
of corridor and infrastructure development. 

Subsequently, in 2012 the WBCG Brazil 
Office, represented by Business Development 
Representative Mr. Ricardo Latkani was opened 
in São Paulo, with the aim to raise awareness and 
actively promote the use of the Namibian ports and 
the Walvis Bay Corridors, for imports and exports 
between South America and southern Africa.

The Walvis Bay Corridor Group (WBCG)  embarked 
on a business development mission to Brazil, 

during the month of July, as part of its ongoing efforts 
to promote Namibia as the preferred and shortest 
trade route into southern Africa. 

The mission’s goal was to engage the Brazilian 
business community, ports, shipping lines, freight 
forwarders and industries in order to explore 
opportunities Namibia can provide as a supply chain 
solution for the Brazilian market.

The two-week engagements concluded successfully 
with an information sharing session in São Paulo, 
Brazil. The session, titled “Positioning Walvis Bay 
as Brazil’s Preferred Trade Route,’ highlighted 

the advantages of using the Ports of Walvis Bay 
and Lüderitz and thus by extension the Walvis Bay 
Corridors.

Speaking at the information sharing session, 
His Excellency Mbapeua Muvangua, Namibia’s 
Ambassador to Brazil, stated that such engagements 
are critical in expanding areas of collaboration for the 
mutual benefit of Brazil and Namibia. 

“The promotion of trade, investment and economic 
cooperation should continue to be given higher 
emphasis in this situation. Stronger cooperation in 
other areas of our economies should be encouraged by 
the positive bilateral and diplomatic relations between 
our two nations. Furthermore, I want to reassure you 

Brazil business engagements 
successfully concluded
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Manager: SHEQ, Stefanus Gariseb and Gottfried Araeb, 

Manager: Organizational Strategy, Projects and Performance, 

recently attended the fourth Blue Ports Initiative (BPI) Workshop 

and Training Course in Vigo, Spain. They share their experience 

and learnings from the recent visit. 

The Strategic Framework (2022–2031) of the Food and Agriculture 

Organization of the United Nations seeks to “support the 2030 

Agenda through the transformation to more efficient, inclusive, 

resilient and sustainable agri-food systems for better production, 

better nutrition, a better environment, and a better life, leaving no 

one behind.” 

In this context, the role that ports play in the sustainable 

development of their areas of influence has been highlighted.

The BPI´s objective is to encourage and assist ports to 

implement a blue transformation approach in their strategic and 

operational processes. The Blue Ports initiative by the Food and 

Agriculture Organisation (FAO) enables commercial and fishing 

ports to enhance their blue credentials and promote sustainable 

development in their regions. 

The initiative aims to contribute to poverty alleviation and 

food security by food quality reinforcement, natural resources 

conservation through effective marine policies, value chain 

reinforcement, labor rights compliance and gender equality within 

maritime sectors. 

The key to Namport’s Strategy for the next 5 years is entrenching 

sustainability in our core business processes, by ensuring we focus 

A visit to the Port of Vigo 
(Blue Ports Initiative)

Figure 1 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) form the basis of 
the BLUE PORTS INITIATIVE

Figure 2 Training in progress

on our 4 sustainability pillars (Economic Prosperity, Social Well 

Being, Environmental Stewardship and Governance). 

The BPI thus creates the platform through which the Ports of Walvis 

Bay and Lüderitz can have a positive impact in the communities 

they operate in, through our sustainability pillars, which is central 

to the BPI. 

The visit to Port of Vigo was twofold, firstly to attend the 4th Blue 

Ports Initiative workshop and secondly to attend a training course 

in “Greening a Blue Port”. 

The main objective of the BPI capacity-building programme was to 

reinforce the capacities and skills of blue ports as drivers of value 

creation in their area of influence, with particular emphasis on the 

following focus areas:

1. How to become a blue port;
2. Greening to become a blue port:

• Transition to clean energy in ports; 
• Climate change and ports’ resilience;
• Environmental dimension on the city-port 

relationships;
• Ocean restoration.

The learnings will be incorporated into our sustainability action 

plan as part of our sustainability journey. 
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Your Wellness is Your Wellness is 
wealth to you and to wealth to you and to 

NamportNamport
A wellness screening is an essential aspect of creating a 

successful corporate wellness program. 

Not only does it help employees assess their own health 

to make appropriate lifestyle changes, but it also gives the 

employer insight into ways to best serve team members with 

wellness programs.

Based on the results during screening campaigns, informed 

decisions surrounding health and well-being are made. If the 
company wellness programs thrives, so will the employees.

It is with the above that the Organizational Effectiveness 

Division, in conjunction with the Walvis Bay Corridor Group, 

held wellness screenings, earlier in July, under the theme; “Do 

You Know Your Wellness Status”. 

The screenings conducted included:

• Cholesterol Screening
• Glucose (sugar) Screening
• Hypertension (blood pressure) screening
• Covid- 19 Testing and Vaccination
• HIV Testing including Treatment
• Pre-exposure Prophylaxis (PreP) Services
• Condom distribution and 
• Primary Health care services

We would like to thank all those colleagues who participated 

in the screenings, of which a significant number also received 

their vaccines. Knowledge of your health is a good investment, 

not only for yourself,  but also for your employer. 

More screening campaigns are lined up in the near future and 

they will be communicated accordingly. 

• Cholesterol Screening
• Glucose (sugar) Screening
• Hypertension (blood pressure) screening
• Covid- 19 Testing and Vaccination
• HIV Testing including Treatment
• Pre-exposure Prophylaxis (PreP) Services
• Condom distribution and 
• Primary Health care services
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LET US LEARN TOGETHERLET US LEARN TOGETHER
In this segment we embark on the continuous journey of enriching 

our minds by looking at more terminologies that you would come 
across frequently within the Maritime industry.  

Bulkhead - A structure to resist water; a partition separating one 
part of a ship from another part.

Bulk vessel - All vessels designed to carry bulk cargo such as 
grain, fertilizers, ore, and oil.

Bunkers - Fuel used aboard ships.

Cabotage - Shipments between ports of a single nation, frequently 
reserved to national flag vessels of that nation.

Cargo tonnage - Ocean freight is frequently billed on the basis of 
weight or measurement tons. Weight tons can be expressed in terms 
of short tons of 2,000 pounds, long tons of 2,240 pounds, or metric 
tons of 1,000 kilograms (2,204.62 pounds). Measurement tons are 
usually expressed as cargo measurements of 40 cubic feet (1.12 
cubic meters) or cubic meters (35.3 cubic feet).

Carrier - Any person or entity who, in a contract of carriage, 
undertakes to perform or to procure the performance of carriage 
by sea, inland waterway, rail, road, air, or by a combination of such 
modes.

Cartage - Intraport or local hauling of cargo by drays or trucks (also 
referred to as drayage).

Chassis - A frame with wheels and container locking devices to 
secure the container for movement.

Classification yard (also commonly known as a shunting 
yard) - A railroad yard with many tracks used for assembling freight 
trains.

Cleaning in transit - The stopping of articles (such as farm 
products) for cleaning at a point between the point of origin and 
destination.

Clearance - The size beyond which vessels, cars, or loads cannot 
pass through, under, or over bridges, tunnels, highways, and so 
forth.

Cleat - A device secured on the floor of a container to provide 
additional support or strength to a cargo-restraining device, or a 
device attached to a wharf to secure mooring lines.

Common carrier - A transportation company that provides service 
to the general public at published rates.

Upcoming internal events
REMINDERS

1. Mondays - Blue T-shirt Mondays, staff members are reminded to wear their culture T-shirts every Monday as part of our Namport 

culture. 

2. Weekly divisional Change engagements over a cup of coffee/tea every Monday at 08h00. The respective teams will be advised 

accordingly. 

Below are important dates to look out for during the month of August. More information will 
be communicated closer to each event. 

1. CEO briefing scheduled 15 and 16 August for the Port of Walvis Bay and 22 and 23 August 2022 for the Port of 
Lüderitz. The timeslots for the Port of Walvis will be communicated soonest. 

2. Namport Heroes Day Cup - we will be celebrating Heroes day by hosting the first ever interdepartmental Namport Heroes Cup. 

The sporting bonanza is slated to take place on 20 August 2022. More information to this exciting event will be communicated soon. 

Meanwhile, get ready for an event that promises to be competitive yet fun. 
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TRAINING CALENDER  – AUGUST 2022

Monday, 01 Tuesday, 02 Tuesday, 03 Thursday, 04

Recertification: Hauler 
Venue: Training room NCT- 1sd Floor

Time:09h00 – 15h00

Recertification: Forklift
Venue: Training room NCT- 1sd Floor

Time: 09h00 – 15h00

Recertification: Hauler 
Venue: Training room NCT- 1sd Floor

Time: 09h00 – 15h00

Recertification: Forklift
Venue: Training room NCT- 1sd Floor

Time: 09h00 – 15h00

Recertification: Rubber Tyre Gantry (RTG) 
Venue: Boardroom – NCT- 1sd Floor

Time: 09h00 – 15h00

Recertification: Reach Stacker (RS) 
Venue: Boardroom – NCT- 1sd Floor

Time: 09h00 – 15h00

Recertification: Rubber Tyre Gantry (RTG) 
Venue: Boardroom – NCT- 1sd Floor

Time: 09h00 – 15h00

Recertification: Reach Stacker (RS) 
Venue: Boardroom – NCT- 1sd Floor

Time: 09h00 – 15h00

Monday, 08 Tuesday, 09 Wednesday, 10 Thursday, 11

Recertification: Rubber Tyre Gantry (RTG) 
Venue: Boardroom – NCT- 1sd Floor

Time: 09h00 – 15h00

Performance Optimization – How to conduct 
Performance Reviews (Cohort 1)

Venue: Training Room – NCT- 3rd Floor
Time: 09h00 – 15h00
Audience: MANCO

Recertification: Rubber Tyre Gantry (RTG) 
Venue: Boardroom – NCT- 1sd Floor

Time: 09h00 – 15h00

Recertification: Reach Stacker (RS) 
Venue: Boardroom – NCT- 1sd Floor

Time: 09h00 – 15h00

Forklift and Hauler
Venue: Training room NCT- 1sd Floor

Time: 09h00 – 15h00
Audience: Bus Drivers

Monday, 15 Tuesday, 16 Wednesday, 17 Thursday, 18

Recertification: Rubber Tyre Gantry (RTG) 
Venue: Boardroom – NCT- 1sd Floor

Time: 09h00 – 15h00

Recertification: Reach Stacker (RS) 
Venue: Boardroom – NCT- 1sd Floor

Time: 09h00 – 15h00

Ethics and Integrity  – (Cohort 1)
Venue: Training Room – NCT- 3rd Floor

Time: 09h00 – 15h00
Audience:  MANCO

Recertification: Reach Stacker (RS) 
Venue: Boardroom – NCT- 1sd Floor

Time: 09h00 – 15h00

Recertification: Hauler 
Venue: Training room NCT- 1sd Floor

Time: 09h00 – 15h00

Port Tariff - (Cohort 1)
Venue: Training Room – NCT- 3rd Floor

Time: 09h00 – 15h00
Audience: Finance, Customer Care, Operations, 

Marine and Syncrolift 

Recertification: Forklift
Venue: Training room NCT- 1sd Floor

Time: 09h00 – 15h00

Monday, 22 Tuesday, 23 Wednesday, 24 Thursday, 25

E.Q and Stress Management Workshop (Cohort 1)
Venue: Training Room – NCT- 3rd Floor

Time: 09h00 – 15h00
Audience: All Supervisors

Recertification: Hauler 
Venue: Training room NCT- 1sd Floor

Time: 09h00 – 15h00

Recertification: Forklift
Venue: Training room NCT- 1sd Floor

Time: 09h00 – 15h00

All enquiries should be directed to the Learning and Development  Practitioner:  Helena Shigwedha-Shanghala, at ext. 2331or email: H.Shigwedha@namport.com.na 
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What’s happening where?     Social Calendar
Not sure of how to spend the weekend? Look no further, we have you covered in our new social segment. If you know of any activities 

that are open to the public, please feel free to share with us, in order to include it in this segment. The event should be happening 

in the coming month. Who knows, maybe you might walk away with the title of most social colleague and a surprise prize. The more 

you submit the greater your chances!!

AUGUSTAUGUST
04

Gather for music, poetry, 
dance and so much more 
at the Swakopmund 130th 
Anniversary Celebration taking 
place at the Amphitheatre in 
Swakopmund @ 10h00. For 
more information contact Eva 
at 0812093935

06

Kings Choir and Mascato Youth 
Choir. @ 19h00 at the De Duine 
School Hall. Tickets at the value 
of N$100.00 for adults and 
N$50.00 for kids are available at 
the De Duine Secondary School. 
For more information please 
contact 081284301

06

Walvisbaai kom dans ‘n slag!
18:30 for 19:30 at Laerskool 
Walvisbaai. N$300.00 pp, food 
included + Cash bar. Tickets 
available at Laerskool Walvisbaai 
and Angling club. For more 
information please contact Hester 
0812757793

20

Youth Talent Show
Swakopmund 130th 
Anniversary Celebration
Dance, Poetry, Drama
@15:00 Namib High School
Enquiries: 
Annette 0817941193
Laina 0818528486

27

Swakopmund Music Festival
Performance by Local Artists
@15:00 Mondesa open space 
next to Festus !Gonteb PS
Enquiries:
Nadieshta 0814456526
Email: jnadieshta@gmail.com

04

Colour Party
Swakopmund 130th 
Anniversary Celebration
Colours, DJ Music, FUN
@17:00 Vineta central sports 
field. Enquiries: 
Denzyl 0818409947
Dalene 0812444143

26

Culture Village and Street Parade
Cultural Groups, Street parade, 
Market
Swakopmund Municipality 
Parking, @09:00
Enquiries: Street Parade
Olivia 0814817153
Enquiries: Culture Village
Dalene 0812444143

13

Growing Local Sustainable 
Living Market. Gardening 
Classes, Live music & kids 
entertainment. @09:00 - 15:00
Public Market place Daniel 
Kamho road, behind the Dome.
Stall bookings: 0814329291
N$30.00 per 3x3 stall
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August Birthdays

Muise Matengu Port Operations- Lüderitz 11
Lionel Van Wyk Port Operations- Lüderitz 11
Aletta Pienaar Finance 11
Sakaria Katondoka Port Engineering & ICT 12
Fillemoni Shilongo Port Operations 12
Mekondjo Ndokosho Port Operations 13
Malengwa Uugwanga Port Operations- Lüderitz 13
Reinhold Hamayulu Port Engineering & ICT 13
Jesaya Shiwa Port Operations 13
Orpa Tjizo Finance 14
Sostenus Timotheus Port Operations 14
Hulda Klaaste Port Operations 14
Paul Marubella Port Operations- Lüderitz 14
Godwill Haoseb Port Engineering & ICT 14
Toivo Shimwafeni Port Operations 15
Andreas Shaanika Port Operations 15
Elifas Ndinonya Port Operations 15
Helenna Elifas Port Operations 15
Kavin Harry Finance 16
Gervasius Amwaama Port Operations 16
Johannes Valombola Port Operations- Lüderitz 17
Mufumahali Simasiku Port Operations 17
Andreas Nandjala Port Engineering & ICT 18
Tomas Shivute Port Operations 20
Naftal Hango Port Operations- Lüderitz 20

Jesaya Shaanika Port Operations 21
Josef Awene Port Operations 21
Julia Lilonga Port Operations 21
Erastus Kalimbo Port Operations 21
Salom Shidute Port Operations 22
Isitus Tuningeni Port Operations 22
Festus Johannes Port Operations 23
Gehas Shatika Port Operations 23
Martinus Kahenge Port Operations 23
Richard Kennedy Port Operations- Lüderitz 24
Hosea Antindi Port Operations 24
Andreas Lasarus Port Operations 24
Kephas Shatona Governance, Risk & Legal 24
Ignatius Shilongo Port Operations 25
Helena Shigwedha Human Capital 25
Simon Ndala Port Operations 25
Elifas Alweendo Port Operations 26
Lukas Haitula Port Operations 27
Albert Kamundu Port Operations 27
Gerson Kaitungwa Port Operations 28
Hans Kathindi Port Operations 28
Rauna Shikwaya Governance, Risk & Legal 28
Gerson Nasima Port Operations 29
Immanuel Hango Port Engineering & ICT 30
Kronia Benson Port Engineering & ICT 30

Au
gu

st
 B

ir
th

da
ys

AAs the Namport family, we would like to wish you a happy and s the Namport family, we would like to wish you a happy and 
blessed birthday! May it bring you a lot of beautiful moments!blessed birthday! May it bring you a lot of beautiful moments!

First name Last name Personnel Area Date
Thusnelde Nasima Port Engineering & ICT 1
Gebhard Atshivudhi Port Operations 2
Petrus Shingo Port Operations 2
Johannes Uirab Port Operations 2
Mateus Uugwanga Port Operations 3
Paulus Nghidimbwa Port Engineering & ICT 3
Amos Josef Port Operations 3
Randoll Brandt Port Operations- Lüderitz 3
Ernest Strauss Port Engineering & ICT 4
Widux Mutwa Port Operations 5
Toivo Shetunyenga Port Operations 5
Joanitha Daniels Port Operations- Lüderitz 5
Phillemon Mupupa Commercial Services 6
Aner Haiwelela Port Operations 6
Balit Kock Port Operations 6
Mesag Muriambihu Port Engineering & ICT 7
Kennedy Morgen Governance, Risk & Legal 8
Joseph Muyenga Port Operations 8
Gabriel Braz Port Operations 8
Lahja Mwaetako Port Engineering & ICT 8
Andre De Klerk Port Operations 9
Richard Swartz Governance, Risk & Legal 9
Levi Ntjamba Port Operations 10
Eugene Cloete Port Operations 10
Josef Mandume Port Operations 10
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WASTE SEGREGATION  AUGUST 2022

What does it mean..

Why

It's the sorting of your waste to make sure the right waste goes to the right place.

…Or sorting of waste into solid (dry) and liquid (wet) waste. Solid waste includes paper, glass, aluminium cans, 

cardboard, scrap metal/steel, cut-offs etc. Liquid waste, on the other hand is your used oils, spoiled paint 

thinners, leftover paints, sewerage discharge etc.

It enables more of the waste to be recycled. It also reduces the amount of

waste that has to go to landfills, which is also environmentally good. Some

landfills e.g Walvis ay municipal hazardous facility is specially

designed to handle various waste types without causing environmental

harm.

How..
Waste can be easily separated into various types. Simple rule…, Do not mix up waste in the first place. The

various waste types are kept separated until the waste gets to the recycling or disposal site. Waste separation

requires a lot of commitment from everyone. NB:COLOR CODED SKIPS COMING SOON..

What must “you” do
Stop and think before you throw away any waste
Ask yourself these questions:
i. What type of waste am I dealing with?
ii. Can it be reused, recycled?
iii. Is it hazardous waste?
iv. Which is the appropriate Skip to dispose (throw) into?

PUT WASTE IN THE RIGHT PLACE….
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